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What is Student Achievement Partners?
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Who’s Behind All This? ……..CCSS-M Lead Authors
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Some of My Favorite Resources to Share
……The Coherence Map

Totally	Interactive!	 http://achievethecore.org/coherence-map/
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Lessons, Tasks & Assessments
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……Cutting-Edge Resources Constantly Being Developed
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Support in Gaining Crucial Support
….Remember Matt Larson’s Talk?
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And now the really fun stuff 
….for teachers like us!
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Activating Teachers to Become Leaders 
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Who are Core Advocates –

• Educators who

– Believe in the potential of the CCSS to prepare all students 
for college and careers;

– Are eager to support their colleagues and communities in 
understanding and advocating for the CCSS and CCSS-
aligned instruction;

– Understand and embrace the shifts in instruction and 
assessment required by the CCSS

• Current network of over 3700 teachers from nearly all 50 
states 
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Instructional Advocacy across the country

• Teacher-led trainings and state-wide Instructional 
Advocacy efforts

• 2015-16 school year: Kentucky, Washington, Arizona, 
North Carolina

• Fall 2016: New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Washington, 
DC, Ohio

• Spring 2017: Louisiana, Florida, Colorado, Nevada, 
California

• Opportunities and networks in other states
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Join the Core Advocate Network!  
(All links are available on our Math Forum/ PCMI site)

• Visit AchieveTheCore.org and set up an account

• Join the Core Advocate Network: 
www.bitly.com/joincoreadvocates

• Email us: coreadvocates@studentsachieve.net
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Connect with Student Achievement Partners

…on	Twitter

On	Facebook…
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Become a Core Advocate, 
Stay Connected 

& Mark Your Calendar!

• Monthly Core Advocate Newsletter to support tools and 
resources, connect Core Advocates across the country

• Monthly Webinar Series (open to all interested educators) 
to dive deeper into content

– July 19, 2016

– 7:00 – 8:00 pm EDT
– “Teachers’ New Year’s Resolution: Using the Instructional 

Practice Guide to Improve Instruction”

– Register: http://bit.ly/1PhifbK
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Unless teachers are the owners, these new standards will 
fail like all those before. But to make them owners, we 
must do more than invite a few token teachers to the next 
standards workshop. Teachers themselves must become 
the leaders when implementing the standards. Those who 
have mastered the ideas and the content must mentor 
their peers. Those who are challenged must work with 
their colleagues; those who are indifferent must become 
engaged; those who are cynical must be won over. 
Teachers must shape both the standards and assessments 
as educational tools rather than data-gathering 
instruments.

– John Ewing, “Give the Standards Back to Teachers”

Article	published	 in	Education	Week	on	August	2,	2012:	
http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2012/08/02/37ewing.h31.html



Thank You!
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Instructional Advocacy – A Definition

Grounded in a firm understanding of the Shifts, 
educators owning, supporting, and promoting the 
resources, tools, and practices that create learning 

environments in which students develop 
college- and career- readiness.


